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I. DIRECT FLOW RIGHTS

A. Acquisition of a right

1. Substantive requirements

   a. Intent to appropriate; diversion; application to a beneficial use; without waste

   (1) Intent -- physical activity manifesting the intent; Four Counties Water Users Ass'n v. Colorado River Water Conservation District, 161 Colo. 416, 425 P.2d 259 (1967)

   (2) The need for a diversion


      - minimum stream flows and instream appropriations


   (3) Beneficial use; hostility to speculation;


"Beneficial use" is the use of that amount of water that is reasonable and appropriate under reasonably efficient practices to accomplish without waste the purpose for which the appropriation is lawfully made and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, includes the impoundment of water for recreational purposes, including fishery or wildlife. For the benefit and enjoyment of present and future generations, "beneficial use" shall also include the appropriation by the state of Colorado in the manner prescribed by law of such minimum flows between specific points or levels for and on natural streams and lakes as are required to preserve the natural environment to a reasonable degree.

b. Waters subject to appropriation

(1) All waters
(2) Stream waters
(3) Natural streams
(4) Ground water vs. surface water
(5) Tributary v. non-tributary
   - tributary presumption
   - the "global" concept of the natural stream
   - Safranek v. Limon, 123 Colo. 330, 228 P.2d 975 (1951)
2. Procedural requirements
   
a. Permit states

   - Application to Department of Natural Resources and Conservation
   - Notice and objectives; public hearings
   - Completion of appropriation; certificate of water right
   - Restrictions on permits
   - Reservation of water: the public interest

b. Colorado

   (1) Decreed right:


   (b) The water clerk, referee and water judge

   - jurisdiction over "water matters"

   (c) Application for a water right

   - forms provided by water court
   - resume (monthly)
   - statement of opposition
   - referee's determination
   - protest
   - hearings by water judge
(d) Injury to vested rights not at issue in application for a surface water right; administration is adequate

(2) The conditional decree

(a) The need for such a decree

- transmountain diversions
- the "great and growing cities" doctrine
- "reasonable" diligence
- the postponement doctrine
- no need for application to a beneficial use until decree finalized

(b) Initiating the decree

- application under 1969 Act

(c) Due diligence

- C.R.S. 1973, §37-92-103(1); C.R.S. 1973, §37-92-301(4); every fourth calendar year


Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation v. Intake Water Co., 171 Mont. 416, 558 P.2d 1110 (1977)

(3) Plan for augmentation

(a) Defined -- C.R.S. 1973, §37-92-103(9)

(as amended):

"Plan for augmentation" means a detailed program to increase the supply of water available for beneficial use in a division or portion thereof by the development of new or alternate means or points of diversion, by a pooling of water resources, by water exchange projects, by providing substitute supplies of water, by the development of new sources of water, or by any other appropriate means. "Plan for augmentation" does not include the salvage of tributary waters by the eradication of phreatophytes, nor does it
include the use of tributary water collected from land surfaces which have been made impermeable, thereby increasing the runoff but not adding to the existing supply of tributary water.

(b) No injury to vested water rights or decreed conditional water rights; C.R.S. 1973, §37-92-305(3)

(c) Terms and conditions to prevent injury; C.R.S. 1973, §37-92-305(4)

(d) Special standards; C.R.S. 1973, §37-92-305(8) (added 1977)


3. Substance of the water right

- one use; not re-use

- enforcement of priority

- put a call on the river, as long as not a "futile" call; C.R.S. 1973, §37-92-102(2)(d); Gilbert v. Smith, 97 Ida. 735, 552 P.2d 1220 (1976)

- protected as both senior and junior appropriator

- not overflow irrigation

- quantity of water -- decree or historic use, whichever was less

- exchanges; C.R.S. 1973, §37-83-101 et seq.
B. Transfer problems


"Change of water right" means a change in the type, place, or time of use, a change in the point of diversion, a change from a fixed point of diversion to alternate or supplemental points of diversion, a change from alternate or supplemental points of diversion to a fixed point of diversion, a change in the means of diversion, a change in the place of storage, a change from direct application to storage and subsequent application, a change from storage and subsequent application to direct application, a change from a fixed place of storage to alternate places of storage, a change from alternate places of storage to a fixed place of storage, or any combination of such changes. The term "change"
of water right" includes changes of conditional water rights as well as changes of water rights.

3. Method of protection -- reduction of decreed amounts; replacement water

C. Some variations


2. The "silty" water debate
   - A-B Cattle Co. v. United States, 196 Colo. 539, 589 P.2d 57 (1979)
   - but see Game and Fish Comm'n v. Farmers Irr. Co., 162 Colo. 301, 426 P.2d 562 (1967); juniors protected against pollution

3. The seepage appropriator
   - not entitled to the continuation of the seepage

4. Recapture rights
   - distinguish from re-use
   - global concept
   - recapture tightly limited; Fort Morgan Reservoir & Irrigation Co. v. McCune, 71 Colo. 256, 206 P. 393 (1922)

5. Lining of ditches -- who has the right to the "saved" water, if any?
D. Other "types" of water

1. Developed water
   a. Definition: would not have been in a stream system but for efforts of developer; "foreign" water
   b. Special privileges -- re-use, successive use, right to dispose of; not subject to call on the river
   c. Loss of dominion

2. Salvaged water
   a. Definition: would have been in stream, is lost, then recovered
   b. Is subject to call on the river

E. Loss of a water right

1. Abandonment
   - distinguished from "never put to beneficial use"
   - distinguished from forfeiture
   - intent to abandon required; mere non-user said to be insufficient

- ten-year rebuttable presumption; C.R.S. 1973, §37-92-402(11) (as amended)

2. Forfeiture

3. Prescription

II. STORAGE RIGHTS

A. Integration with direct flow rights
   - quantity -- acre feet
   - rate and time of filling -- the reservoir's "priority"

B. Off-stream reservoirs
   1. Filled to gauge height
   2. Handling of evaporation losses

C. In-channel reservoirs
   1. Solving the priority problem; inflow and outflow measurement
   2. Handling of evaporation losses

D. The "one filling" rule
   - Windsor Reservoir and Canal Co. v. Lake Supply Ditch Co., 44 Colo. 214, 98 P. 729 (1908)
   - Denver v. Northern Colorado Water Conservancy Dist., 130 Colo. 375, 276 P.2d 992 (1954); one filling rule plus pioneer rule